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Student-run Spectrum a success
by Sarah Bouma
Staff Reporter
worked very hard and grew close
in that time.
For Junior cast member
Kastya Kekhaev. the highlight
was the end product: the show on
Saturday night. He said that it
was really neat for him to be-
learning all those dances and tc
"see that we could actually de.
that stuff."
The show got great
reviews from nearly everyone who
attended. One student said.
"This was the first time Dordt has
done anything like this. I hope
the response was good enough
that they will do it again ."
Well. that's the idea right
now. Hamilton says that they
are looking into the possibiltiy of
taking the show to some local
high schools. Spectrum has also
been asked to participate in Janeen Wassink
chapel on Dec. 3. . Student dancers end the production with a display of colors
Kekhaev remarked, "this
Is just a start. it's an impulse that in "Rainbow," Spectrum's finale.
I hope will get things going for
dance."
Hamilton is also planning to start a Dance Club
next semester for all those interested in learning some
dance. having fun and participating in a few chapels.
HamUton says that the theatre department would also
like to see an annual dance production take place in the
Dordt's first dance production took the stage of
the BJ Haan Auditorium on Saturday night, Nov. 16.
The show was a wonderful mixture of dance styles and
colorful costumes with the theme of "Spectrum." which
also served as the name for the show.
The cast members were all Dordt students with
the exception of one student from Unity. Most had only
minimal dance experience. Spectrum is the brainchild
of senior Heather Hamilton, who came up With the idea
in February after spending a week in lectures on aes-
thetics with Calvin Seerveld talking about Christians in
the arts. "My goal for the production was to get people
excited about the possibilities for dance," says Hamilton.
After talking with theatre professor Simon
DuToit about the idea, Hamilton went on to enlist the
help qffreFibman-Rahyn vae-ge-whc teaches dance here
in Sioux Center. Although Van Es was unable to partic-
ipate as much as originally planned, she was still able to
choreograph three of the dance pieces. Eight other
pieces were choreographed by Hamilton, with the rest of
the cast choreographing some of the smaller solo sec-
tions.
Hamilton began preparing for rehearsals this
summer by taking classes in choreography and modern
dance. She also had to spend time working out the
dance moves for each dance herself before she could
begin working on them with the cast.
The cast began rehearsing about six or seven
hours a week, but as showtime came closer it became
more like twelve to fifteen hours a week. The cast
future.
Unfortunately. since she is graduating this year,
Hamilton may not get to see where all of this leads.
"People are pretty excited about It." she says. "I don't
want that to die out."
Long-distance service nearly up and running
by Jenni Vos
Staff Reporter
the organization, and several other col-
leges chose AT&T as their long distance
carrier. ICN threatened legal action
against AT&T. ICN claims that its prior
contracts with the colleges give it the right
to a communications monopoly.
Resolving the issue will be a time-
consuming process, so Dordt made a cal-
culated choice to proceed with AT&T as
planned, realizing that if leN wins, direct
dial long distance will have to be rebuilt
from scrat ch.
Miscommunication between
AT&T and Dordt caused further delays.
Dordt was expecting to receive all of the
data on student PIN electronically.
Instead, AT&T sent all 1400 seven digit
numbers on paper copy. Each number
needed to be manually entered into the
computer system, matched with an appro-
priate student. staff or faculty member,
and checked for accuracy. The next phase
involves printing the PIN numbers on
business-size cards and distributing them
through campus mail. Curtis Taylor. the
Dean of Students commented, MWehad
thought the whole long distance thing
would be no big deal,




tance Is new to cam-
pus, policies must be
put in place to man-
age it correctly. This








billing structure, consequences of failing
to pay a bill, and phone fraud. Netz added.
"The devil Is in the detail. We want to do it
right from the start. MDirect-dial long distance will be in
place by Dec. 1, 1996. Direct -dlal long dis-
tance will allow any person with a valid
seven-digit Personal Identification
Number to call long distance from any
phone on campus. However. students
should be aware that the PIN number will
not work from off-campus locations.
Originally planned to be installed by the
end of October, the project was delayed by
several unforeseen events.
A pending legal battle between the
Iowa Communications Network (lCN) and
AT&T may determine who will have the
rights to sell Dordt long distance service.
leN provides internet. video conferenclng
and various communication services for
Iowa Colleges.
When Dordt, a charter member of
Neil G~~ves
Students invent their own long distance service.
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Rally brings joy back to worship
by Laryn Bakker
Layout Editor
Dordt College hosted the finale to
the "Free to SeIVe" tour which started in
mid-October in California. The rally.
held Friday and Saturday. Nov. 8 and 9.
included a ministry festival and a con-
cert.
The ministry festival took place in
the gym Saturday. It was set up like a
fair, with 24 booths representing min-
istries from surrounding areas.
Scheduled entertainment, such as sto-
rytellers and musicians. performed.
Children had the chance to play and
have their faces painted in the Kids'
Korner.
Free to Serve also held concerts
Friday and Saturday nights. Each per-
fonnance was a celebration of worship
meant to encourage everyone who
attended.
"They hit the nailhead straight on-
jay has to be brought back Io worship, ~
junior Paul Shupe said. "If you look at
the Old Testament. David worshipped
crazily. There's a time for somberness,
but when you worship the Lord, it
should be joyous."
The program featured Darlene
Koldenhoven. a Grammy Award-winning
artist and "entertainment mtsstonary" to
Hollywood, as well as a team of lyrical
dancers, dramatists, a troupe from the
Kuranko tribe in Sierra Leone, and two
mass choirs, all in two hours. Video
clips of local projects were interspersed
throughout the performance.





























to be more on
[Koldenhoven] than on the singing."
The choirs appealed to sophomores
Kim Vander Mey and Lori Theune.
Vander Mey liked the fact that they
involved young people from the area
with the children's choir, made up of
105 fifth and sixth grade students from
Sioux Center Christian School. She
liked the fact thai "it wasn't just boring
singing."
The adult choir was composed of
"Visa La Beti" (Weare the singers of Jesus)
The Kuranko troupe performed traditional West
African music in their native tongue.
100 adults from local churches. Theune
said she liked seeing the older people in
the choir dancing and swaying.
Junior Elicia Bot liked the fact that
"they had people of all ages, and people
from Africa, and dancers. celebrating
everyone's different gifts."
"The JoY of the Lord was definitely
present, .. Shupe said. "My spirit, man.
was excited. M
Dordt to lose more than professor when Dean
of Humanities retires after 33 years of service
by Heather Van Dorp
Staff Reporter
Dr. Koldenhoven (Dr. K.) is retiring
this year. He has been a successful the-
atre arts professor. director, and depart-
ment head for 33 years.
What many of us do not know is
that for the last six years, Dr. K. has
been the Dean of Humanities.
So what? This is where our allen
neglected, hurriedly filled-out professor
evaluations come into play. 01".K. reads
each student evaluation and t~kes them
into consideration. Ear-h professor in
turn is given a Mgrade"by the students.
Dr. K. forwards these student eval-
uaions and the results of the inlerviews
he has conducted and passes them on
to the the Vice President of Academic
Affairs. Dr. Rockne McCarthy. When
conflicts are involved. the information
also goes to President Carl Zylstra.
As the Dean of Humanities, Dr. K.
is required to deal with other personnel
issues. He reviews the prolessors based
on their two-year or five-year contracts.
Indudin~ the parl-time staff. there are
over 40 faculty. members that Dr. K.
Dr. K. served as professor
and De~n of HumanHies '...
reviews on this basis.
Dr. K. is in charge of making sure
that the professors are near their
required 450-500 sludent credit load
per year.
Or. K is required to serve on a
number of committees. These include
the Academic Council, the Curriculum
Committee, the General Education
Committee and the Long Range
Planning Committee.
Throughout all of this. he finds
times to chair the Co-Curricular
Committee. which plans such things as
this Thursday night's speaker-
Professor Otto.
All the deans are expected to stay
current on various innovations in post-
secondary education. As well, it is rec-
ommended lhat they keep teaching so
that they can fully understand the stu-
dents' different needs for quality educa-
tion.
To do your part, be sure to fill out





"EJectlon at Oordt NeXtTue~day/ ...
..No. nobodywa~ .iielng elected; but stu-
dents and faculty dld' gather o.n November
l~:19r:::fP.''PfIJ!~n~~~Wf8r..Br~d~.~:Hila.~~~!l;;n?
eJectlon. teachings·whJch,.accordhig to the
·ad.·lil:the Today, "easily lead to misunder-
standing concerning the ways of God ·and
human responsibilitY;'.
:/::::.rr9f~~:~m]:::-:':'?::::§?:pe~·:/::::::::::':'VaB{~~X$t;~~9





,*hiC~.tp give a ••pre~enp.tion ...Dr. Kobes.
wh? .began the . presentations, a~aJyzoo
Romans 9, showing that God's goal is to
guide hIstory toward the salvation of
humanity.
Dr. VanderStelt then applied Matthew
11:20-30. "Election should not be a prob-
lcm.t.he said, ~lt.isa~mfort; And if we
make.;i.?:",P',tpbleIn:•...::,.: ,tb.~Q;" .. f()We .', . ,.
us; notGOc1,".He .a1S().'SaiC1.th~:twesho\lld
not expect pod to' cxplatn Himself in .terms
cf ourIogtc. we need.uather, to repentto
theGodof love.
';,;; .t.Je-x:~.~.Pr0r~~:sbrHiel~IIlapresentedtwo
futi~ati1~ll~altl:1lths to 'keep in mind when
a9~yziry~,:;electl0t1..Th~,:,ftrst.i~tthat G<>dIs
pa~Sion~tf!y inyglve?'V.1~:h ••HiS creatures
and even emotionally affected by humanity
(Gen. 6:5-8. Zeph. 3:17,.John 3:16. Luke
15:1-7, Luke 19:41-46) and the second is
th~t•.8B?-'.~,;,:c:,hp~:lf·n.~()P:I$::p~ye.:~.p..:QhOSt;n
to' ·be.a bkssing to those who- 90 not yet
know' if they are chosen IGen. 12:1-3, John
15:16, Eph. 2:8-10. Phi!. 12:12-16).





Dr. John VanderStelt explains
election as comfort for believers






SV 4 5 wa~iQ.l.l.lldate.don Saturday when a mis-
placed coat hanger set off a closet sprinkler.
Residence life, maintenance and neighbors
pitched in to bajlwater o\JI and begin cleaning up.
Students experience art in the city
by Nikki Thomas
Staff Reporter
The theatre trip contin-
ued on Saturday at the Uof MArt
Museum where they saw an
Nearly 100 Dordt 5tU- exhibit on stage design. Then to
dents packed their overnight the Guthrie to see Ibsen's A Doll's
bags and headed for the city life House. Both the Gen. 200 group
a week ago. It was the yearly and the theatre trip were able to
Theatre Arts trip as well as the enjoy this production. For many
hi-annual Gen. 200 trip. it was the highlight of the week-
Unlike past years. both end simply because Megan
trips happened on the same Follows (who many know from
weekend. Dordt took the famous Anne of Green Gables
"Mtnneapolts by storm. The stu- movies) starred in the play.
dents who went with Gen. 200 According to sophomore Kari
had a better ride up including, a Konynenbelt , "Megan Follows
charter bus and movies on the was awesome."
way. The theatre people, on the The Gen. 200 group saw
other hand, got shoved into 3 A Doll's House on Friday night
vans and a car. Both groups and spent Saturday at the
stayed in the same hotel, 27 Minneapolis Institute of Art. the
rooms in all. but really didn't see Walker Sculpture Garden, the
much of each other. Smithsonian and the St. Paul
On Friday night the the- Chamber Orchestra. Describing
atre groupies went to a puppet the sculpture garden.
show called Befriended by the Sophomore Joanne Kim said, "it
Enemy at In the Heart of the was fun to see the skyline and
Beast Theatre. It showed the the modern art was interesting."
evils of the Klu Klux Klan and the Sophomore Jill Schemper
powers of love. said, "The Smithsonian was the
Sarah Bliss, a junior only downfalI of the trip. There
Theatre major said, "It is hard to were so many people there that
describe in words how the show you couldn't really enjoy the
made me feel I liked especially exhibits." Kim also spoke up
how the puppeteers blended into about the Orchestra saying, "I
the background." Bliss also said would of loved it more if Iwasn't
she would love to work there this so tired. But I really loved it any-
surnm~J;.",..... ~~~~~_~_.,_ ~.. way,....._. __ "
Trotter
leads Dordt in film seminar
Star Wars to Avalon:
by Sarah Bliss
Staff Reporter
Dr. Drew Trotter. executive director of the
Center for Christian Study in Charlottesville,
Virginia, came to speak to Dordt students for two
days beginning Thursday Nov. 14. Trotter teaches
courses and seminars, like the one he did here at
Dordt. all over the country. Most people, he said,
do not see enough films.
From Pulp Fiction to It's a Wonderful Life,
Trotter remarked that most Hollywood films. even
the bad ones, have a place in our society. His rea-
son for putting so much research and time into
studying films is that he wants to "objectify the film
experience." A person should be able to enjoy a film
more by analyzing it, not less. During the Friday
morning session. Trotter led the audience in trying
to sum up many popular films with one line from
the script which conveyed their themes.
Trotter tried an experiment in the after-
noon in which the audience covered its eyes while
he played the opening music to four different
movies. In all four cases, if the audience did not
know the movie, it could guess what the subject of
the movie was. Then Trotter showed clips from
many different films and pointed out different ideas
and examples of what was discussed earlier.
The last fifteen minutes of the session were
spent watching a clip from the film Avalon. Trotter
ran the movie and whenever anyone saw something
that we had been discussing. whether it was char-
acter placement, lighting, sound, or objects. we
made him stop the film and explain what we saw.
Not only was the entire experience
extremely interesting, it was a lot of fun watching
clips from well-known and not-se-well-known
movies. For a list of movies that you should watch,
talk to anyone who went.
Film Tips and Hints
-Always fast forward your tape to the end. BEFORE
you rewind. It preserves the life of the tape.
-In Casablanca, in the last scene with the plane. in
order to make the plane look full-size, they hired
midgets to walk around it.
-In a Hitchcock movie, if a character walks from
right to left. he is about to be killed.
-All of the sunsets in Forrest Gump are computer
generated.
-The character in the upper right foreground of a
shot is the dominating character.
-Stanley Kubrick (A Clockwork Orange) is so pos-
sessive of his films that he personally drives them
to the copying studio.
-Get to a movie early; the opening is the most
important part.
-Ever wonder what a Key Grip is? The head of all
the go-fers.
-The Gaffer is someone who works with the lights.
-In the opening of Citizen Kane, watch for the wob-
bling hat on a table that hasn't moved. As the cam-
eraman moved backwards, a grip had to slide a
table in front of the camera before it came into
view, and the hat on it is still moving.
PICTURE POLL
World Hunger Awareness Week
For World Hunger Awareness Week. Dordt will hold a time of prayer and
fasting instead of Thursday lunch. WIll you fast, and does fasting have





planning on fasting. but
I can see how it would
help people better under-
stand what others who
don't have enough to eat




"I hadn't really though
about fasting myself, but
I do think that fasting
helps make people. more
aware of world hunger. I
think fasting is a good
idea to help us relate to




Sioux Fall •• SD
"1th.ink Iasttng is not
going to help anybody. If
we fast, we get weaker
and then how can we
help anyone else? It
would be better to set up
a program and tty and





~Ido think that fasting -:;
would have an effect on
world hunger if you're
doing it to put yourself in
the position of people
who don't have food or
evenwater,"
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Christmas in July: A Room With a View: D~n:~:~~~dle~~t
"f source of comfort but also a tribute to theCan It be too soon or strength we find through Him. It sounds
weird but we should praise and thank
th Chlrstmasspirit? God even when we've made it back frome I" Sioux Falls safely. We take so much for
granted, you know?
The subject of this editorial is not
really earthshattering. but it came to
me as Iwas shopping in Sioux Falls
near the end of October with my
best friend Nikki. We walked by one
of the big department stores, and
there, right next to the door. sat a
giant silver Christmas tree with big
red glass ornaments on it.
I thought it was, perhaps. a store
mannequin dressed for Halloween--
but no, it was an actual Chrtstrnas
tree.
The shocking thing was that that store--I [agel
which one now--was the only one in the whole mall with
any sort of Christmas dipsplay.
And I thought, whoa, the department stores are
really dropping the ball on this one. Everyone knows all
good retail stores have their best Christmas decorations out
by September at the latest: back-to-school supplies are
usually sold-out by mid-July, and then stores stock their
shelves with Christmas lights, garland, jingle bells, choco-
late Santas. holly, ivy, etc.. etc.
H was early November before the Centre Mall start-
ed playing any Christmas carols. In my apartment. we lis-
ten to "Holly Jolly Chrtstrnas" constantly, and we have the
lights up and the little tiny tree decorated. We've been bak-
ing Christmas cookies all semester long.
I say-why fight it? Let's keep those lights up year-
round, sing Christmas carols every day, and have weekly
Christmas programs at Church. We wouldn't even have to
hassle with putting up and taking down the Christmas tree
every year-it could become a permanant ltvtng room fix-
ture-like a sofa or a lamp.
We'd only have to hang those Christmas lill;hts out
on the front of the house one time. We could do it in the
middle of July, if we wanted, instead of waiting for the actu-
al Christmas month of December, when the roof is so slip-
pery with ice you Just look at it and fall down.
Good Will toward Men would never be exhausted,
and Peace on Earth would never run out.
Next Halloween, instead of dressing as your basic
Spiderman or Barbie, my friends and I are going as Santa
Claus and his elves. That way, we, too, can get a jump on
the Christmas Spirit.
Maybe we'll Il;el candy canes and chocolate Santas
for Trick-or-Treat.
Paula: I'm sure we can all agree with
that. Jodie. sony you missed all the
excitement.
Jodie: Man, stitches ... and I'm missing
iU!Take pictures. Get them done at Wal-
Mart, you can get 100 of them for next to
nothing. They even have a Christmas
card version.
by Sarah Bliss. Sarah Bouma. Stephanie Brown.
Charity Lopez. Paula Treick and Joleen Voogt
(with guest columnist, ex-roommate Jodie Zwart
via satellite from McMaster University. Ontario.
Canada)
Bllsster: Did you see Nikki's picture of Robb with all
that blood? I don't know If II's exactly Chrtslmas card
material, but Robb does seem to be enjoying himself.
Don't worry, Jodie. we'll be sure to send the pictures.
Jodie: Oh, and Robb. Don't bother getting the stitches
out at the medical clinic. This isn't Ontario and there
are no health cards. Find a pre-med student, they'll go
wild from the experience. It's really simple with the
zoology disecting scissors and the forceps. Lift each
stitch and cut. It's just like sewing.
Paula: Two weekends ago, some of our close friends
were in an accident in Wisconsin. The Lopez van. a
campus landmark, rolled three times after skidding on
the ice. Thankfully, everyone was basically okay-
Robb Vanderstoel required eight stitches over one eye,
Nikki Thomas was confined to a neck brace for a week
and Chris Nonhofbravely endured a bruised elbow.
Chris Lopez. Henry Bakker and Joel Vervelde emerged
unscathed. . .
All: We've missed you, Jodie!
; - ~ ~""'j;;.: ."", I
Steph: So anyway, drive safely everyone. An,! ,fyou
hit ice ... Just roll with the punches and watch out
for the cute little Suzuki parked in East Campus.Steph: Ya, Lopez retrieved all his CDs from the wreck-
age like a real trooper-you gotta admire that. r hear
Norbert's elbow swelled to the size of a ripened grape-
fruit!
Joleen: One thing to add: Itmakes me furious to see
people carelessly tearing out of the driveways of this
campus on snow lice, and sliding allover the place-
you'd think people would take accidents like this to
heart and be more responsible.
Charity: It's hard to retell a story like this without
being cheezy. It's easy to get caught up in a routine
and become oblivious to the friends all around us.
Steph: You tell 'em Jo!
Blisster: Wow!We're being serious for once. I definitely
agree with you guys. Charily: God's will is unpredictable. Now how many
times can we say it? Take the time to cherish your
friends and the close relationships God has granted to
you.
Steph: What do ya mean "we"? You got a mouse in yer
pocket. Blisster? .
Charity: r mean, I couldn't have dealt with losing
another friend this year. But God doesn't give us more
than we can handle.
All: (Group hug and a rousing rendition of Kum-Bah
Ya)
Jodie: Hey, what about me?
Bouma: That's true. God only gives us what we,
DIAM()ND S!fAFF
The Diamond is published by students of Dordt
College to present and discuss events on campus
and beyond it. Any Idlers, comments, or opinions
are welcome. Contributions to the Diamond must
be signed and received before 5:00 p.m. the
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Free Press: Be holy, for I am holy
by Doug Hausken
Columnist
It is often difficult to see
a difference between
Christians and 000-
Christians these days. Many
people believe that our con-
temporary culture is very
Christian. that there is no
need for them to live different-
ly from those in the world
around us. But is this right?
Is OUT culture really
Christian? Do we need to live
differently? If we do, then
how?
I believe that today's cul-
ture is as inherently 000-
Christian as it ever has been
and we need to be very critical
of it. tn fact, Ibelieve that the
Bible calls us to separate our-
selves from the sinful lusts of
this world and culture and to
desire the obedient working-
out of a new life in Christ.
All people today,
,__ -,C",'~&,tians and non-«
Chrlettans alike, have the
same worldly desires.
Everyone has been trained to
belleve that gathering "things"
will make them happy.
They want to live com-
fortably. which means that
they must have more than
enough money to buy whatev-
er they want and to protect
them in an emergency.
Everyone also wants
money simply for its own
good, because money In and
of Itself supposedly brings
happiness. Some desire to be
held in esteem by those
around them. This esteem is
not respectful, but jealous;
the more people that are jeal-
ous of you. the more success-
ful you are.
If you have these desires
maybe you should reevaluate
your goals. One thing that you
should think about is your
career goals. Do you desire to
start your own business so
that you can make money and
live comfortably? How about
those of you who are seeking
to go into engineering? Are
you doing it because it is the
only way that you can earn
lots of money?
Or even those of you who
are going to graduate school
in the humanities, are you
going with the hope of making
a lot of money, or of showing
off your intelligence or of
becoming famous?
I can not mention an of
the bad Intentions of
Christian college students,
but these are a few. I would
suggest that these intentions
have largely been shaped by
the non-Christian. con-
sumeristic culture in which
we live.
We as Christians are
called to be holy, which
means that we must be "sepa-
rate" and "set apart .. from the
world. Why must we be sepa-
rate? Because the world is
"totally depraved." This does
not mean that non-believers
can not do anything that Is
right, or that they can not dis-
cover parts of truth. but it
means that every part of the
world is saturated with sin.
We must respond obedi-
ently to the call to be holy.
both in thought and In deed.
We should attempt to glortfy
God In all that we do, by lov-
ing him and our neighbor.
So can we live obedien tly
by having the same selfish
desires and wants as the cul-
ture around us? I believe, and
I think you know, that the
answer is an in-your-face
NOli
We. as Christians. need
to look at every aspect of our
lives. our desires and our
wants and see where we can
and must Jive more obedient-
ly.
We need to rethink how
we view not only our own lives
and communities. but also
how we view bigger institu-
tions and aspects of society
such as our capitalistic eco-
nomlc system, various types
of government, our use of nat-
ural resources and our busi-
ness structure.
We are called to be holy
as individuals and as a com-
munity. as well as in our for-
mulations of social struc-
tures. All of this may seem
idealistic, but does that
change the fact that God has



















Stepping out of Sioux Center
transplant 90 minutes after birth?
They say she is doing fine after 8
days.
Or how about the people that
were destroying trees in Central
Park? But the best news I heard in
that broadcast was a plea to keep
the CBC (Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation) from being cut down
in size. As a Canadian, I was glad
to hear Americans petition for a
soley Canadian thing. which. inci-
dentally, was set up to fight the
"cheap" radio that was being
broadcast across the. border from
the United States. How many of
you listen to the BBC and then the
CBC international broadcast every
night on KDCR at 6pm?
If there must be a reason or
thesis to this "communist .. piece of
writing, it is not that Sioux Center
is bad. although the local paper
does tell you who bought a truck.
who is expecting. and who was
charged by the vigilantes (a.k.a.
Sioux Center PD). But the world is
bigger than your head. and hope-
fully it is a cultured human
instinct to want to take an active
stance in finding out what is going
on. Forget the "Global
Community" BS: it is taking an
active response to whatever the
Creation has evolved to.
It does take time to find these
things out. You can listen to music
and wash dishes. so why can't you





If there is one thing I wish I
could do, it would be to have the
ability to go whereever I wanted,
whenever I wanted. Really, would-
n't that make your life a lot more
interesting?
Research would take on a
whole new perspective. You could
become your own credible source.
Out of food? Go home for supper.
Unfortunately, "Scotty" does
not live around the corner and r
highly doubt that molecular trans-
portation will be the new
Christmas craze of 1996. However,
in the last few weeks I have begun
to take interest in things happen-
ing elsewhere. and it really Is
amazing what is going on.
I read the Redeemer College
Crown and discovered that their
students perceive themselves to be
in a cornfield as well. However,
they just sold a chunk of it for mil-
lions of dollars to a city developer.
They remembered Remembrance
Day (Veteran's Day). and are
plagued with pranks on campus
as we are. minus the destruction.
I listened to NPR, of all
things. for a while and learned
some cool things--none of which I
will be able to take with me and.
use tomorrow. but it felt good to be
informed.
For instance. did you hear
about the baby who had a heart
FEATURE
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around the world have come to adore. to
love. to idolize. walked onto the stage. I
couldn't believe it! It was him! He was actu-
ally at Dordt College.
Wait a minute. I didn't know David
Letterman had black, frizzed out hair. And
since when did he get such a bushy beard?
Wait a minute! That's not the CBS
Orchestra ... I KNOWPaul Schaffer doesn't
have fuschia-colored hair!
Now I'm not putting down Doug
Eckardt and I'm certainly not badmouthing
Kuf (the combination of the two could have
me in the Sioux Center Hospital before I
could say, "I hate Leno." Besides. I'm not
NOVEMBER 21, 1996
Live from the home office
Above: Brian Bolkema shows his flexibility in the
"stupid human tricks" portion of the show
Right: Our beloved registrar bares all to "surf
the net," surprising the studio audience
Below: Mahaffy is relatively speechless (a rare
occasion) while being interviewed for the show
by Brady Fopma
Staff Writer
Live from Sioux Center. Iowa, in snowy
Dordt College studios, a man with twice the
wit but half the clothes of a normal regis-
trar, it's the Late Show with Doug Eckardt!
Tonight's guests: scientific funnyman,
James Francis Mahaffy, heavy-medal prez,
Carl Zylstra, and musical guest, Kuf. And
now, the host of the Late Show, here's
Doooooouuuuu-ugggg Eckardt.
After a fifteen-minute delay (proving
that the "Late" Show was titled appropriate-
ly), the very man that all generations
one who appreciates
my jaw). But this wa
had expected to see!
I decided to stie
. heck, it's not like he'd
such as strip down i




trar routine ..You kno
ey team (he's treadi
menting on our delic
what IS the secret in
so zesty?!). and expl
continued from above
wall carpeting" to "the cleaning ladies clean
your room With a Q-lip.· Even I, the highly
regarded Late Show critic (get that smtrk off
your face!), found it in myself to crack a smile
at a few of his witty muttertngs. It was not a
bad act.
Hmm maybe this guy wasn't so nor-
mal after all I was beginning to like him.
The eventng continued with Carnak. MHe
knows the answers to the questions even
before the questions are asked!" The act con-
sisted of Eckardt's strangely enormous rela-
tional ties with nearly every student on cam-
pus. I was shocked to find out that John Den
Boer was the son
school teacher (in
Folkerts was the s
minton partner, It
Eckardt contin
onto the stage Ja
Zylstra. The forme
latter somehow got
Late Show host ..
(yes, I saw fire in
testmen t of power!
received a stack 0
concert tickets.






involved Eckardt surfing the net ... unfortu-
nately. he thought it was appropriate to strip
down to his swimming trunks in front of the
horrified audience. One onlooker exclaimed
"I'm going to have nightmares!" Fortunately.
the nightmare was short-lived and the
evening came to a close.
Though Eckardt Is no Letterman. I think
It's safe to say that Letterman is no registrar.
The night was enjoyable (even without the
CBS Orchestra: pout. pout) and definitely
worth the watch! Watch out CBS and NBC.
there's a new late night talk show host in
town!
Sioux Center, Iowa . • •
uttar strings stuck in
not the Late Show I
watch the workers at the Co-op rotate tires
. for fun on Friday nights.
Soon. the multitude of jokes were fin-
ished and Eckardt began to wave some sort
of sheet in the air. ___
What was it? An incomplete form filled
out by an attending student for the Fall
semester? Hardly: though the way my class
list looked, it could have produced a few
laughs. Doug Eckardt was about to start the
Top Ten list!
"The top ten reasons you know you live
in a crowded residence hall," he read. The
list ranged from "If someone dropped his
toupee on the floor you would have wall-to-
continued below
the night out. though;
do anything irrational
front of a live audi-
seemed to be just your
poster registrar.
truly "interesting."
lth the ordinary regis-
, knocking the hock-
g on thin ice), com-
ous zesty hotdish (so
redient that makes it
ining how he used to
Ji_~
of Eckardt's Wife's high
dtblell and that Chrts
n of his P.E. class bad-
as truly amazing!
ed the evening by calling
s Mahaffy and President
hardly said a word, the
e notion that he was the
it was not a pretty sight
kardt's eyes at this con-
His lucky guests each
month -old David Meece
Twlster-a-hollcs (the game. not the movie)
waltzed onto the stage and bent body parts In
directions that God never intended them to
go. This "Stupid Human Tricks" segment was
capped off by a certain individual and his
trusty dog. Let's just say the man was a liv-
ing water bowl (I feel sorry for the guy's wife.
.. by the way. does the dog also do CPR?).
Commercials were sprinkled throughout
the performance. with everything from fifteen-
foot cigarettes to edible Dordt Worts; an entire
arsenal of little-known purchasable products
only found on Dordt's campus.
The last major "event" of the nightndable. double-jointed.
Above: The Great Camak knows all
Left: The Dean of Students proves
that he is a man of many talents (and
so is his dog, Ranier)
Below: KUf, the Late Show band,
provides the musical entertainment
-,
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Romeo and Juliet: True Love in the Nineties
by Paula Treick
Starf Writer
Run, don't walk to see Romeo and
Juliet, starring Leonard De Caprio
(enough said!) and Claire Danes. But be
prepared for what you might find. •
Despite the updates and advances of
four hundred years. the movie manages
to stay close to Shakespeare's text. But
many .things about this movie would
knock the socks off of William
Shakespeare.
Rather than "fair Verona." the world
of the Capulets and the Montagues is
moved to Verona Beach. A television plays
the pari of the chorus. telling the tale of
the "star-crossed lovers." In the opening
A far pry frpnj
Judd Nel$POscene (at a convenience store. no less),the Capulets and Montagues draw their
"swords"-handguns that bear such
inscriptions as "Sword" and "Rapier
9mm".
The warring Capulets and
Montagues are presented very well. From
the btllboard-stze displays of their names
and personalized license plates to the
"Montague" tattoed on the back of some
skulls, the enmity between the Iamtlles is
clear.
Juliet's family, the Captrleta. are
characterized by Tybalt, a character
brimming with evll. The Montagues are
best portayed by Romeo's fun-loving
friend Mercutio, who dresses in drag and
uses substances to induce his Hghtheart-
edness.
It is clear by the superb acting of De
Caprio and Danes that Romeo and .Jultct
do not fit into the world they find them-
selves in. In fact, when they are not on
the screen, the movie seems to run as a
comedy.
Romeo and Juliet are portrayed with
such innocence and vulnerability that the
audience can believe their love-at-first-
sight scene (as they spot each other
through an aquarium), as well as their
hasty marriage, their laving consumma-
tion (portrayed with extreme taste and
minimal nudity), and their eventual sui-
cides.
Romeo had to dodge security cam-
eras, guards, and motion detectors to
enter Juliet's back yard. The "balcony
scene" is, refreshingly, not on' a balcony
at aiL Inside the much-exchanged wed-
ding band are carved the inscriptions, "R
and J" and "I love thee". After Tybalt'S
murder, Romeo is banished from Verona
Beach-banished to a trailor in the
desert. Because of a delay in the Express
Mail and some faulty Post-It Notes,
Romeo never receives Friar Lawrence's
news that Juliet is merely sleeping. At the
end I almost believed that Romeo and
Juliet were going to make it. And by this
time Iwas hoping against hope that they
would.
All in all, a good movie. Don't be
alarmed by the first few Pulp Fictionish
minutes, it gets better. De Caprtc and
Danes have definitely earned my respect.
The performances of the nurse and Friar
Lawrence were also collosal. There are at
least a hundred other things that I liked.
.. but don't take my word for it. Before
you go, read Shakespeare's original





I love James. I really do. No
one better here than good 01'
James Van Dyk. But I don't often
see eye to eye with James on musi-
cal ideas. And vice versa. I like
Pearl Jam: James doesn't.
And then there's Korn.
James likes them: r think they
lick. I am going to get in big trou-
ble with that one. Oh well.
Upon put ting Kern's newest
effort (and I do mean effort). in the
player. I was greeted by what
seemed to be a possessed version
of the Tasmanian Devil. You
know. the cartoon character.
Well it t urns out that this was part
of a song entitled ....Iwtst." a 49 sec-
ond ditty with scratchy vocals ancl
lots 0' raw power.
I like some of the instrumen-
tation on the album, such as the
drum sounds, especially that
• 4" .. • , ,. 4 • "'. .' ,. . •...._.__ ~ ... ...... ~ ~' "' J, ••~ _ .. a .01 ... '" • ~' ........ ' & ~ • _ ~ • ~ .............. A A .. ~ ~,. • _ • ,. _ A
annoying snare. and that seven
string guitar. Or have they added
more strings since the last
album? What Iam getting at here
is that although I like the music
side of Korn sometimes, Ihate the
vocals.
One thing gets weighed down
by the other-like a teeter totter.
Lame analogy I know but it
proves my point-I hope. When I
like the music. the lyrics are sub-
par. When I enjoy the melody, the
drums are too busy. Maybe I am
just picky. Or a baby.
Take the tune MMr.Rogers,"
for example. It sea-as me!!!
Mommie!!! And then I turn on the
televison and see the hepcat cardi-
gan-sporting man and I know
everything will be all light. What
am I saytng? Mr. Rogers scares
me!!!
A cool bagpipe-aided version
of "Lowrtder" originally by War is
not enough to save this album,
CD, whatever ...
These guys sound like a
hybrid of all sorts of bands of new
and old such as Nine Inch Nails.
Laundry. Filter. and Tool. 1be
song titles should probably not be
prtn ted. This reminds me of
Marilyn Manson for some reason.
Maybe l'll review them next time,
if I want to get booted ouUa school.
Sony James, I am bjg enough
to put this minor difference aside.




by James Van Dyk
and Jon De Haan
We went back to Family
Drug this week and found a
"must-see" video and a
"must-avoid at all costs"
Video. Here's a review of the
bad one.
Arnold Swartzenegger
is "Eraser." Basically, a lot of
bad guys are au t to make a
lot of money by selling ter-
rorists these crazy lazer
by James Van Dyk
Art Critic
"Are you taH9P' to Ille?" EXrf
wonder.where tha~'::f~:tkh'phrase ~aro:e'
from? It ~:omesfr9:T ..the cult classic
TaxiDrtoer. "\Yri~ten:.::and direct~d,:p~
Mar1Jn scorcese. you lo19\V it's got J9.
be great.
Taxi Dtioet: tells the slory of
Travis Bickle (Robert DeNiro), a taxi
drrvertn New'Y?r~··T~J.Yi~'·J~,~:::Q:~;WP)X
troubled individual who is fed up wil:!>
all ihe low-lifes that live in his city; He
trtes hard not to pay attention to the
crHRf:~.·:tl1~l::iI~.:S.i:)mwH~fl·.<kqpq9:::mw.
but, alas, It is to no avaU, He befrteuds
a young prosiitule' (Jodie ·Foster) and
9~~rs:'J?' hrIp;·:.~er::::~sc;~~:)f%Wv:J~sr:·
lifestyle. She .refuses ··,aiid .Travj~
decides to do things hl~ own way.
1 could go on and on abo.uthow
t9:~r'q~e[~.;•.~Pr~U:~>:.~qcl~~nt.::=-t.p:~
?i<,ll()gu,~~4.~(in·cff:<:UR;lf.:tWg::.Q~..J'j!t?:
was spectacular, but I .don't .ha1ie
enough room, Suffice It to say l:!>al
this . film is· definitely worth .seeIng
mi}?X=j.Hrne~.~:;.:. ,:;__., \::.):.fi!'"
guns (which fire aluminium
rounds at the speed of light
, : , ok , , . I, but beautiful
Vanessa Williams tries to
turn them over to the Feds.
It turns out the Feds are
working with the bad
guys and everyone starts
trying to kill Williams and
Arnold, her protector.
The plot is crazy and
the acting, script. gun
play and stunts are even
worse. It's kinda rad to
watch Arnold run away
from a 30-foot alligator,
but disappointing to see
the alligator get taken out
by just one shot from a
hand gun. It's vaguely
interesting to see Arnold
calmly floating through
the air on a parachute
and take on a 747, but
Just stupid to see his
parachute fail, him land
on a car and Just walk
away. What is he-half
cyborg? Oh wait, wrong
movie.
Even if you're a die
hard (oh wait, wrong movie)
Arnold fan. you should wait
until Dordt shows "Eraser"
at a drive-In. or until your
uncle Lester gets it for post-
Thanksgiving dinner enter-
tainment. Don't spend
money on this OJck.
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Rural orchestra impresses audience Campus Band holds concert
by KevinMao? ' After the inter-
Staff Reporter mission. the rest of the
evening was filled by
Ottortno Resptght's 'The
Pines of Rome." The
-piece started off with
busy movement. meant
to evoke images of chil-
dren at play. that built
. up-wtth the help of
some interesting per-
cussion-to an abrupt
change into the tranquil
second movement. The
next movement featured
bird calls. adding to its
peaceful portrayal of a
pine woods. Finally. the
nine additional trum-
pets and trombones
mysteriously sitting in the organ
balcony stood up to join the
Orchestra in the slighUy martial
and incredibly powerful Pine-
Trees oj the Appian Way. The
audience rose to a standing ova-
tion at the conclusion of this
movement, where the brass eas-
ily managed to fill the chapel
with their overwhelming tones.
Overall. the Northwest Iowa
Symphony Orchestra proved
once again that there is culture
III this RiJIl of the M dW9S-,
it can be very good.
taken with. The Percussion
Ensemble impressed .the crowd
with a combination of practice
and talent. "How do they make
such a beautiful noise out of just
hitting things?" asked one observ-
er. Agreat round of applause went
out to Cor-cy Kent on the .ptano
and the rest of the ensemble. In
the words of one viewer, "Wow!"
The Brass Qutntet played
three songs which reflected the
characteristics and style of the
Instruments.
The campus band concluded
the evening with Ryan Zonnefeld
conducting. They played with the
same lively spirit they showed
earlier and ended with a powerful




Despite the $3 ticket
price. dozens of Dord t stu-
dents Joined nearly a thou-
sand music lovers in the
B.J. Haan Auditorium
Tuesday night to watch the
Northwest Iowa Symphony
Orchestra. The I05-piece
group. directed by Dordt's
own Dr. Henry Dettman.
created a beautiful and
pollshed sound. although
it is the most rural orches-
tra in the United States. Neil Graves .
The members are drawn Dr. Henry Dultman conducts the NISO
from local talent. tncluding in their fall concert.
many high school students
and Dordt musicians.
For the first piece. "Zadok
the Prtes t" by Handel, the
Orchestra was accompanied by
the combined strengths of the
Sioux County Oratorio Chorus
and the Unity Chamber Choir.
Although there were some sixty
voices singing the majestic
anthem. the resulting sound was
not overly powerful and left me
somewhat disappointed.
The next selection, "The
White Peacock" by Charles ~Ballade left a little to be desired,
L::1 GrtfTes--;-was ca 0 -t e ....;.::andI ac ually fell asleep towards
,memory of a young orchestra the end of the movement.
For those students who just
love to play their intruments, the
campus band is an obvious way
to do so. They dtsplayed their tal-
ent and style in the Instrumental
Ensemble Concert that took place
Friday, Nov. 15 in the B.J. Haan
Auditorium.
Conducted by Jeny Kramer.
the Campus Band kicked the
hour off with two pieces that
emphasized the many rnstru-
ments in the band. The concert
was rich and entertaining, reflect-
ing the hours of practice that
went into the presentation.
Then came the part that
most of the audience was most
member who had been in a fatal
car accident this past summer.
This composition featured beau-
tiful woodwind solos. including
some by Professor Karen De Mol,
over a lush string background.
Finishing the first half of
the program was Jean Stbellue'
"Karelia Suite." The brass, near-
ly forgotten until this point.
joined in on the energetic first
and third movements. However,
the horns in the intermediate
x:::::::::::::::,;:::',::':-,:,;;:,',:,:,:':,:,:::::,:,,::,:-:,:,:,:,',:,:,:-:-:_;:-;,,;-:;
~i~~W~~~~~~~~2L~~nto/ dance will be held at theL .J ·"'J):~:W,'ID!mty-center~Admission is $2.
-'---'-'-'--;"';';':";';:::'::::'::::::::-::':-':'-::-,-;:,,-·-:-::·-;-·::;,:t~:-;-,;;
;':"'-',::::',',',',:,':c':',::;',';':;-:"-",',-:-,-,"::~;-'-:-;- ..6-7 Allison Kersbergen





6-7 Joel Visker and
Evan Jasper
7-8 Louis Van Belle
















Berg and Ryan Punt
Tuesday











)iji~";,No~~irthiii:22&>Theii~nced acting class wilt perform
;~~~y:~:-~~~~i,i$::$65'ne-$:JtomIrish theatre in New World
.: ••••••••• : ••••••• ~••••••••••• < ••••• ··~~~1:~n7;~~P::~ :f~:~ckets are
~tuid:.~;~~r~AD~t)Northwestern coffeehouse will.. .......•.•.•...•: ..~~.ld1~~:~~~~a2e~om 9pm-mtd-
-'''±'--~' ..
Monday





Pizza & Pasta Buffet
Monday Nights
All-you-can-eat





-espresso and other drinks;
- soups in edible bread
bowls at noon;
- tuna, egg or chicken
croissants;








students with ID's get
10% off all espresso
drinks that day.
The Pizza RanchVisit us: 200 N. Main Ave.; 722-1601
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Lady Defenders head to regionals with big wins and 11-match win streak
Dordt opened up against Huron. The
Lady Tribe turned out to be a warmup for
Dordt. as the Lady Defenders sent Huron
The Lady Defenders are riding a hot home with 15-2, 15-5 and 15-5 losses.
streak. They rocked out of the Black Hills Mindy Boogerd led {he way with 14 kills
two weeks ago with the South Dakota and Hofland added 12.
Iowa Conference regular season crown. The women shifted their attention to
Then Dordt put the finishing touches on Dakota Wesleyan. Dordt struggled before
the conference Monday night. sweeping taking game one. 15-7. Game .two was a
through the postseason tourney. breeze. 15-2. The Lady Defenders worked
The women, riding their second con- for game three, 15-11.
secutive SDIC title and an II-match win Holland was the only player in dou-
streak, now travel to Newton, Kansas, for ble digits in kills, as she led the way with
the Great Plains Regional Tournament. 16 death blows. Bouma was deadly from
Black Hills Trip the service line, landing six aces.
Dordt had to fight to get past South Black Hills State, the third seed,
Dakota Tech, as the Lady Hardrockers made its way into the finals to lock up
took the Lady Defenders to four games. with the Lady Defenders. Despite coming
Black Hills State couldn't even force a into the game with a record of 14-22, the
fourth game against Dordt. The women Yellow Jackets gave Dordt its toughest
pasted the Yellow Jackets in three games. competition in over two weeks.
Kim Van Kley, Janna Bouma and The women fell behind early in the
Klisti Holland continued their solid ways first game before coming back to serve for
for Dordt, leading the Lady Defenders on game point at 14-13. However. they lost
the weekend trip. Bouma finished with 36 control and the game, as Black Hills State
kills in the two matches. jumped ahead with a 17-15 victory.
But Dordt also saw a step up in the Dordt took the eany.tead in game
play of Alissa Beckering. The six-foot two, only to watch the Yellow Jackets
sophomore hammered out 14 kills and climb back into the game. But the women
blocked eight spikes in the South Dakota were finally able to put the game away,
Tech game. winning 15-13.
SDIC Postseason Tourney By the third game, the Lady
Not only did the Lady Defenders rock Defenders seemed to have Slate's num-
through the conference tourney, but they ber. Dordt romped out to a 13-4 lead
also got a big boost as Alyssa Van't Hul before the Yellow Jackets could recover.
made her way back into the lineup. But the visitors trimmed the lead to four
Sidelined since Oct.-l2 with a torn entcrt-e-by-thc-ttrrrc the women could wrap up the
or eructate ligament. Van't Hul was able game. Dordt ended up with a 15-9 win.
to play again Monday night with a knee The Yellow Jackets never seriously
brace. threatened in game four, as Dordt ended
by James De Boer
Sports Editor
Christy Philips
Coach Patti Timmermans talks strategy with the Lady Defenders during
the SDIC Postseason Tournament.
the night with a 15-7 Victory. .
The Lady Defender stuck five players
in double digits for kills, led by Bouma's
19 and Holland's 18. Boogerd and Van't
Hul each pounded out 15 kills, while
Beckering added 10.
Holland got her hands on plenty of
Yellow Jacket spikes, as she finished the
game wit eight blocks. Van Kley had an
incredible outing, as she racked up 74
assists. averaging 18.5 per game.
The Lady Defenders plan to take off
for Kansas this afternoon. Their 32-8
record- gives hem 'the top spot at the
regional tourney as well as the #14 rank-
ing in the national polls.
Dordt opens against Kansas
Wesleyan. which is 15-15 on the year.
Defenders lose to open year
by James De Boer
Sports Editor
The 1996-97 basketball sea-
son is now underway for Dordt. The
men tangled with fabled foe
Northwestern in Orange City last
Saturday. The men played velY well
in the first half before collapsing for
a 66-63 loss.
The Defenders started out on
fire, especially considering it was
their first game of the year.
Northwestern hit the first bucket,
but Dordt answered with 13
straight points for the 13-2 lead.
The Raiders trimmed the lead
to four at 17-13 before the
Defenders could re-establish their
advantage at 34-23. Northwestern
never got closer than five in the
half. as Dordt held a 40-34 lead at
intermission.
Star,ting out the second half
with a bucket. the. men looked to
build up anot her c-btg lead. But
Northwestern hit six straight to
trim the lead t042T40.
Backed by a pair of Troy Van
Essen treys, Dordt pushed its lead
back to eight points. 50-42. Despite
the Red Raiders pulling to within
one at the 9:44 mark. the -men still
maintained a lead.
At a timeout with 5:49 left, the
Defenders were on top 60-55. But
from there, they went ice colel. (No
pun intended in relation to the
freeZing rainy/snowy weather -at
the tirne.]
Northwestern tied the game
with just under three minutes left
on a pair of free throws. The
Raiders added four more, building
a (;4-60 lead with 2: 16 to go.
Neither Iearn managed anol h-
er score until Tracy Winkle popped
a three pointer with 45 seconds
left. pulling DorcH within one. The
Raiders managed on ly one free
throw in the next ten seconds. leav-
ing the door open for the
Defenders.
Dordt broke loose on a fast
break after a free throw attempt.
but Ross Bouma missed a contest-
ed layup with under 20 seconds left
in the game. The Defenders were
forced 10 foul. and the Raiders only
converted on one attempt.
Dordt turned around and
worked for the last -seconcl three
pointer, but an off-balance shot
. didn't find net, as the Defenders
were hit with the loss.
Tracy Winkle led Dordt with
14 points, including 11 cou-nters in
the first half. Troy Van Essen added
12 points for the Defenders.
The men tried their hand' at
the long range bombing, as they
fired 36 trey attempts for the game.
Thirteen found net. as the three
pointers counted' for 39 of Dordt's
points.
The men defeated Bellevue
last night in Nebraska, 105-75. The
Defenders play their home opener
Saturday nrghr. when Briar Cliff
comes to town. The men then play
Grandview at home on Friday,
December 6. Dordt also hosts
Sterling the next afternoon.
The Lady Defenders opened
their season last night, travelling
to Sioux City to play Briar Cliff.
The Lady Chargers were too much,
beaunu Dordt. 80-67.
That game will be at 12:30 on Friday. And
what tourney would be complete without
Northwestern? Dordt will take on the 27-
14 Raiders at3:30.'Then at 8:30. the Lady
Defenders tangle with the College of St.
Mary. The Omaha team is the #4 seed in
the tourney and is 29-6 this year.
The top two teams from the pool
move on to the semifinals on Setoeday.
Both the consolation and the champi-
onship games will also be played on
Saturday. Only the top two.J.ean.1s from
the region move on to the national tour-
ney in two weeKs.
Listen to KDCR (88.5 FM) for all the
action this weekend, as the Lady
Defenders try for their second consecutive
trip to San Diego.
Women's soccer
season review
by Becky De Vries
Sports Writer
The Lady Defenders'
1996 soccer season is over.
The ladies ended with a
verY respectable 8~5 regular
, season - record and a 4th
place standing in the mid-
west region. The team
steadily increased its soccer
skills. stamina and team
work over the season.
The squad also ballied
a wide array of injuries and
had to rely heavily on their
small bench. This ended up
working well for the
Defenders. who finished the
season with a strong overall
team.
The Defenders will be
losing seven senior team-
mates this year. Heather
Van Dorp and captain Tricia
Feyer are graduating from
the defense.
The' offense is 'losing
KIm Walhoul. Becky Tingly.
Jenny Den Hartog and
Mtndywalstra. Keeper Lisa
Pool is also finished this
year. They wUJ all be be
missed,
Seniors ..Terri Jansma
and captain' Krista Krikke
will be able to stay for
another year because they
will be studentteaching in
the area and their eligibility
has not yet run out.
Our soccer scouts say
there may be eight to ten
soccer-playing freshmen
coming next year, which will
boost the team.
The Lady Defenders
have a lol to be proud of
because their first soccer
season can be heralded a
success. ...They came in as
individuals but in the last
four or five games they
looked like veterans, ~ ..says
Coach Elgersma. "They
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Defenders wrap up year on soccer field
by Jesse Groen
Sports Writer
Despite losing their playoff
game 2-0 to National College,
the Defenders were given anoth-
er chance as they received an
at-large wildcard birth into the
next round of the NAIA tourney.
Unfortunately. the Defenders
came up on the short end of the
stick in that round also, falling
to Bellevue 2-0.
Although the season is over
the Defenders can look back on
the '96 campaign as a very pos-
itive year. Dordt finished out the
regular season with an impres-
sive record of 10-5-2.
The season stat sheet was
also impressive. The Defenders
outscored their opponents by an
average of nearly 3-1. Not only
did Dordt penetrate the net
more often than their opponents
but the defense held the opposi-
tion to half of the shots on goal
that the Defenders had. The
team was also an astounding 4-
on.pcnatry.kroks, Garner kic
were also a strong point as the
team got 94% into the red zone.
Freshm_an keepers Chris
Muller and Arian Vander Woude
combined to allow Dordt's oppo-
nents only 14 goals this season.
an average of less than one- tally
per game. Muller started the
majority of the games with
Vander Woude backing him up
during a couple of stretches
where injury was a factor.
Many Defenders also had a
good year individually.
Sophomore Willy Venant led the
team in scoring with 10 goals on
the year. Venant's scoring abili-
ty coupled with his quickness
and prowess on the field earned
CrO$sCountry finishes
year at NAIA Nationals
by !l.myRuter
Sport" Writer
Schemmerhom ~ 20:32. 227th;
Cathy Palmer ~ 20:44, 255th;
and Julie Huizenga 7 20:57.
278th out of 345 runners.
Upon their return to Sioux
Center. the teams ranlrito nasty
weather-conditions. covering 20
mlles in just under two hours.
Coach Goheen said, "Some of
our runners could have run




country runners. These student
athletes are juniors and seniors
who meet a certain time stan-
dard and have a GPA of 3.5 or
higher. The four are juniors
April Meuzelaar, 3.80. and
Kristen Schemmerhorn. 3.95,
and seniors Sonya Jongsma.
4.00 and Todd Schemper; 3.68.
The Defenders were also
dtsttngutshed as an NAlA
Scholar Team because of their
high team GPA. To receive
recognition as a Scholar Team,
a team must have five of its
eight runners in their sopho-
more, junior or senior years.
The team average of the five
highest CPAs must be greater
Ihan 3.0.
While 22 teams qualified
for this award. Dordt College
outsmarted the competition.
coming in first with a team GPA
of 3.95 compared to 3.76 for the
second place team.
The teams will lose four
runners to graduation: Kristin
Johnson, Sonya Jongsma, Todd
.Schempe r and Cindy Vande
Voort.have led the Defenders to
a, successful season and will be
greatlymissed next year.
him regional honors. Eric
Vander Mey. who was lethal
from the corner, shooting 91%
into the zone, as well as having
a 67% penalty kick average, was
also selected by area coaches for
regional honors.
Erek Van Riessen came up
big eight times finishing just
behind Venant in scoring. Keith
Hendricks brought the ball to
its home six times on the year.
Leading the team in the
assist department was Van
Riessen with eight. Hendricks
equaled his goal output of six to
be second in that area.
Putting in their last year on
Saarloos and Jeff Wubs had 5 points
each. while Travis Anderson. Izzy Huygen
and Jeremy Hendrickson had 4 each. In
the 2 games Oordt outsh6t Southwest
State 103-19 and recorded 69 points.
The following Friday the Blades went
on the road for the first time since open-
ing weekend. travelling to Brookings to
square off against SDSU, in what they
hoped would be the first real test of just
how good this year's Blades are. And the
Jackrabbits lived up to their billing. They
played a tough, physical game. and
pushed the Blades to extend themselves
to a level they hadn't had to reach yet this
year.
Curtis Dykstra opened the scoring after
a scramble in front of the net, but SDSU
tied it soon after, and took a 3-1 lead early
in the second period. Visser recorded a
pair of goals to knot things at 3. but the
Jack's refused to go away and Dordt went
into the third period down 4-3.
This was the first time Dordt had been
losing at any time in a game since the
USD games in Sioux city almost 2 months
ago. But nobody quit. There were 2 turn-
ing points in this game. The first was
when goalie Erick Janssens went across
his crease and stacked his pads to rob
SDSU of a potential 5th goal on a 2 on 1
break. The second was when Bekketing
kept his cool being on the receiving end of
a cheap shot. The offending Jackrabbit
got a 5 minute major, and under a minute
into the power-play. the Jacks received
another major. giving Dordt a 2-man
advantage for about 4 minutes.
Bekkering tied things up duting a
scramble in front of the net, and then
scored what turned out to be the winner
on a slapshot from the point. .Jon Mooy
made it 6-4 when he jumped off the point
and finished a give-and-go with Saarloos.
As the game winded down, the Jack's
pulled their goalie, and Ralcliff took
advantage of that by scoring on a clearing
attempt into the empty net. Izzy Huygen
capitalized on a break-away in the final
minutes, capping off 5 unanswered goals
for an 8-4 victory.
Saturday's scheduled rematch was
cancelled due to bad weather, and will
have to be rescheduled. Next weekend the
Blades are back in Worthington "to face off
against Lincoln, Nebraska.
Eleven-game undefeated streaks
don't happen all the time, so get out there
and cheer the guys on as they try to up
the streak to lucky #13.
'- .- - _.- -~- -- - - - - - - - .- - - - - - - - - - - .
Blades keep on rolling in the wins,up season record 10-0-1
The Oordt College
Defenders ran away with sever-
alhonors at the National Cross
Country Meet last Saturday In
xenosha-wts. With atempera-
lure near 50 degrees and a part -
Iy sunny sky. It was the
warmest National Cross
Country Meet in years.
Coach Ross Goheen
"couldn't have asked for more
pleasaritweather and running
conditions." not to mention an
impressive showtng of devoted
fans- in his estimation about
35. "It was great to see the sup-
port for the teams," he said.
Jeff Sumrnerhays. a fresh-
man from Brantford. Ontario,
was Dordt's lone runner in the
men's race. He finished in a
James De oer time of 27:23, placing 192nd
lamont 80S chases a loose ball as Sid Vander out of 373 contestants.__ ~ In the women's race.
Galien-anEl Josh Van Dyke took-on: Elordt-tosr2-0. Coach Goheen was pleased with
his runners. All seven partici-
pants had Urnes under 21 min-
utes.
Overall, the women fin-
ished with 489 team points,
which earned them 22nd place
out of 32 teams. Coing into. the
race, the team wasn't even
ranked in the top 25,
Crossing the finish line
first for Dordt was Sarah Plulm
in 18:59. 57th overall, foUowed
by Sonya Jongsma in 80th
place at 19:19. Becky Van De
Criend and Cara De Wit were
139th and 140th, respectively.
Iri.tlmesof 19:47 and 19:48.
Rounding out the scoring
for-Lady Defenders were Kristen
the Defender soccer squad were
seniors Mark Memmelaar,
Vander Mey. Hendricks, Gerrit
Brouwer, and Micah Schreurs,
All five seniors started frequent-
ly and played an integral role in
the 1996 season by showing




When last I checked in. your Dordt
Blades were 7-O~1. Wow. you're thinking.
things can't get much better than that.
Well how's 10-0-1 sound to you? But even
better in the minds of those who don't
consider games with an 11~I score en ter-
talning, the last of these games was actu-
ally competitive.
The Blades spent the 8th and 9th beat-
ing up on Southwest State University.
winning 14-1 and 15-2. Friday, the top
scoring line of Ben Saarloos, Mark
Bekkering and Jay Visser combined for 15
poJnts, with 6, 5 and 4 respectively. GUy
Ratcliff racked up 5 assists.
Jeremy Huygen and Mark Nagtegaal




1st team - Kristi Hofland
- Janna Bouma




Dordt holds first Ag career day
by Hans VanderHoek
Staff Reporter
a success. The presenters enjoyed this fair and
thought it was a good idea. What they comple-
mented on was the steady flow of students com-
mtng threw. Ron Rynders said. "part of the suc-
cess of this fair was that the ag-profs allowed
their students to attend this event. Classes were
canceled so students could attend" Ron also
wanted to thank the Ag club for their involvement
in making this career fair successful. If you
attended this fair and think something should be
changed, talk to any of the ag profs on campus
as their are plans to make this a annual event.
Dordt had its first ever Ag career fair on
the 13th of November. Several different organtza-
tions were present, giving students the opporfu-
nity to talk with and ask questions dealing with
careers in agriculture. Larry Hoekstra of Land
O'Lakes /Cenex gave a lecture on "how to sell
yourself to future employees,' He advised us on
what interviewers look for when hiring future
employees.
This first ever ag career fair at Dordt was
£;,
Photos by Nell Graves
Neil's Mystery
Photo: Old and New
Thanks to all who responded to last issue's mystery photo.
sample of responses:
Here's a
"Neil's Mystery Photo is of an archaic bowling ball calibrator. Back when
bowling balls were made out of stone, a mechanism such as this was used
to calibrate the weight and viscosity of the ball. Ha ha, nice try. Actually, the
device is an old time clock. The gameroom attendant would put their time
cards in and pull the appropriate lever to punch in or out. It is found in the
qameroorn, and it is still there because it is a great conversation piece."
Cassie Miller
"The picture is the old punch in punch out time clock in the Gameroom of
the Sub. It's there as a conversation piece only. It's there so people can
walk in and say, "What the heck is this?" and it actually gives the gameroom
worker a job. That job is explaining what the thing is."
Corey Westra
Many respondents asked, "What do I win?" Now you know: you may get
your name in the paper and your 15 minutes of fame.
Send your answers to this week's mystery photo, as well as any other com-
.ments or opinions, to diamond@dordt.edu.
Three Eittle Pigs:
Dirk Zwart, Jeff Ploegstra and Mindy.
Walstra played out this familiarial,y"""ta"'"l"'"'e"",lne--
three genres: opera, mobster and silent.
Kristin'Johnson and Doug Hausken also
took part. Comedy League continues to
entertain students on Friday evenings.
CORNERSTONE CHURCWSBC
Siou:J: Center, IA
announces expanded Sunday ministries.
December 1, 1996 at 9:30 a.m.
Sunday School Begins
Bible Shldy ior all eqes: Preschool, Children, Youth, and Adults
BRING YOUR BIBLE-
JANUARY 5,1997, AT 6:00 P.M.
We begin an Alternativ. Worship Service
Ccntempcrary Cbreuen Music: lnlcrmel Prdycr and Praise
E.xrository Mes.sages from Ephesians
by Dr. C. o-un« Kool
BRING YOUR BIBLE-
Co""~rslm,,,, CI.,,,r;J, is" ",i~sJtlr] C()lIfjregGI'on sponsored b<) rhe ,S<.luti1~rnHills napt!5/
Church, S.'",,,x C;l~. fA: nj~8-'1'(;,;1 C,;,,,,,,,,nrion,.,j Iowa wilh "fJI!";,"~ rI' Des Moi'l\i:s;
r;nd :!,e H(HTM M:s~lon IYJcrd of the SQutn.:rr. Bap:iS! Ccnrcnttou.
OurSunday Morning Wonhip Celehration
is heldut 10:30a.ffl.
Ii;., ",,,,,t "t 1l,~ SiOOlXC"nl..,. Middl" School Band/M,.l5ic Room
950 4t!1I'...·.;:r";,c. N[
Forfurther information coli Pu~torKoul at (712' 737·6414 .
